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Summary and Conclusions

Mr. Janez Kopac – Director of EnCS, Ms. Estelle Payan – Project Manager, DG NEAR and Ms. Ruta Baltause – Support Group for Ukraine, the European Commission, opened the workshop with welcoming remarks, information about EU4Energy Governance Programme and discussion on current situation on energy markets and existing constraints.

In the first part of the workshop, Mr. András Mezősi from REKK presented Cost Benefit Analysis of planned electricity cross-border infrastructure projects in the Eastern Partner countries. He described the methodology and mentioned that such benefits as socio-economic welfare, carbon-cost estimation, grid losses and adequacy were assessed, as well as CAPEX and OPEX on the cost side.

In total 3 electricity infrastructure projects were submitted: EL_01 Black Sea I, EL_02 Black Sea II in two versions (a and b) and EL_04 Belarusian-Ukrainian line (back to back station) in two stages (a and b). Black Sea II and Belarusian-Ukrainian projects were divided into 2 sub-projects because the EL_02 has two alternative destinations (Romania and Bulgaria), while the second one has two stages. During the modelling, 9 infrastructure scenarios have been modelled, by combining the Black See project versions and Ukraine-Belarus project stages respectively.

Conclusions revealed that as a standalone project Black Sea lines are competitors while projects on installing back-to-back station between Belarus and Ukraine are complementary projects (stage two further enhances the benefits).
Conclusions

In addition, the sensitivity analysis showed that the stand-alone projects are beneficially in almost all sensitivity scenarios, but their combinations (except for carrying out both stages of the Belarus-Ukraine back to back station) are not.

A good discussion emerged regarding the most advantageous projects and further explanation was provided to interpret the results, such as:
- The 1000 MW version of the Black See cable is more beneficiary then the 2000 MW version. The 2000 MW is too large capacity under the current circumstances.
- Connecting Georgia to the neighboring countries enhances the benefit of the Black See cable, but it is beneficiary without these enhanced connections as well.

During the second part of the workshop, presentation of the methodology to assess gas infrastructure candidate projects and preliminary results was made by Mr. Péter Kotek from REKK.

He described the methodology and mentioned that benefits such as socio-economic welfare, carbon-cost saving, and Security of Supply benefits were assessed, where the benefits of Consumers, Producers, TSOs, Storage and LNG operators are also calculated. On the cost side, CAPEX is taken into consideration to calculate the socio-economic Net Present Value of the projects.

During the presentation, it was explained that methodology included eligibility check (cross-border effect crossing two countries), investment cost verification and missing data imputation, case-by-case market modelling, and sensitivity analysis. The research showed that both submitted projects: Gas_01 Ukraine-Belarus Reverse Flow and Gas_02 White Stream proved to be beneficial.
Gas_01 is evaluated to have large Security of Supply benefits for Belarus, although the project, under the current import price assumption from Russia is not showing market benefits, as the price formed in Ukraine is higher.

Gas_02 needs further upstream connections to be able to generate the modelled benefits. These connections are the further expansion of the South Caucasus pipeline (or an alternative project with the same impact) with adequate capacities for White Stream (a project that currently is not confirmed) and the Trans-Caspian pipeline, to provide gas source.

The White Stream benefits, as modelled, would be enough to accommodate this additional CAPEX need.

The conclusion is that Gas_01 is a “no regret” project due to its low estimated cost and large SoS benefits, whereas White Stream is only a section of an as-a-whole beneficial corridor, including the Trans-Caspian pipeline and additional capacities in the Caucasus region, and should be treated as such and not as a stand-alone project.

Both projects remain beneficial in the sensitivity scenarios.

Conclusions:

Participants to the Workshop welcomed the result of the modelling and general implementation of EU4Energy Governance regional dimension.

As a result of the Workshop it was agreed that the partner countries could continue with submission of the suggestions on the projects to be assessed under methodology. The European Commission will have an internal discussion on this workshop and possible follow-ups.